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Abstract—Constructing a business process is important area
between requirements engineering and business process man-
agement. Goal-oriented requirements analysis method is widely
researched in requirements engineering and useful for reflecting
organizational requirements to business process models, but
actual business processes deviate from defined process models.
Therefore, it is not sufficient for business process analysis only
using model’s information. It is important to analyze actual con-
ducted business process logged data. Analyzing business process
logged data is called process mining and detecting differences
between models and logs is called conformance checking. A lot
of conformance checking approaches mainly focus on process
aspects of business process, but this is not sufficient for analysis
whether actual business processes can satisfy organizational
goals. In this paper, we propose a goal-oriented conformance
checking approach which can detect deviations between logs
and models, and can analyze the effects of the deviation. It is
useful for evaluation of the detected deviation. We represent the
effectiveness of our approach conducting a case study using the
publicly available log.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, problems of business process complexity
and rapidly changing business environments are needed to deal
with. In that situation, constructing business process is used for
discussion, verification, documentation and etc [1]. Using goal
models are effective against constructing appropriate business
process models. Goal models are researched in requirements
engineering area, and used for requirements analysis [2]. Goal
models have systematic and logical construction for represent-
ing requirements for information systems. These characteristics
are useful for reflecting organizational requirements to business
process models.

Using goal models for constructing business process mod-
els is effective, but it is not sufficient for organization, because
acutual business often deviate from defined business process
models [1]. In that situation, model-based analysis is not ade-
quately effective. Therefore, in recent years, analyzing business
process logged data is widely researched and it is called
process mining. In process mining, conformance checking
between models and logs are important topics. Conformance
checking can detect deviations between normative models and
actual logged data (it is called event logs). When the models
and reality (logged data) have little in common, model-based
analysis does not make much sense [1]. Therefore, analyzing
logs and improving models are important.

Quite a lot of conformance checking researches are con-
ducted. At first, these approaches only focus on control-
flow perspective afterward, data (event related information)
and resource (agent conducting the event) perspectives are

focused. These approaches can check various perspectives
relating business process. These perspectives are important,
but it is not sufficient yet. Using these approaches against
logs and models represents deviations between them, but it
is not concrete what should we do for interpreting deviation
and improving business process.

In this work, we propose a goal-oriented conformance
checking approach. Goal-oriented aspects are effective against
deviation interpretation. Goal models have systematic and
logical construction. Therefore, it is possible to represent what
is important in a business process and encourage efficient
decision making. Our approach is constructed by two phases.
The first phase checks deviation between a goal model and
logs focusing control-flow, data and resources. Goal models
are described using linear temporal logic, so verification is
formally conducted. In addition, in case of deviation detected,
goals are combined with a goal using goal model construction
for evaluating the deviation. Therefore, a cross tabulation table
relating these goals is constructed. In the second phase, we
calculate significant difference between two goals in a cross
tabulation table. Next, if these goals have significant differ-
ences, a relation between two goals are positive or negative is
calculated. In this way, deviations are detected and evaluated
the effects of the deviation. It is useful for interpretation of
deviations between processes and logs.

II. GOAL MODEL AND BUSINESS PROCESS
MANAGEMENT

Goal models are used for requirements elicitation, eval-
uation, negotiation, eraboration, structuring, documentation,
analysis and evolution [2] for system development. Goals
should be achieved and refined into subgoals through AND/OR
decompositions.

Relating goal models and business process models are
important. Various researches are conducted in this area (e.g.
transformation:[3],[4], validation: [5], integration: [6]). These
approaches are mainly used in business process construc-
tion phase. It is corresponding to diagnosis/requirements and
(re)design phases in the business process life cycle [1]. These
phases are important, but business processes are life cycle
and improved at various times. Therefore, it is needed to
confirm desirable business process that can achieve organi-
zational goals. In many cases, actual processes deviate from
the normative business process model. In these cases, it is
difficult to know the effect of deviations from business process
models using only model information because models only
have normative information. Therefore, it is needed to use
event logs of business process and to confirm event logs can
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achieve business goal or not. These are enactment/monitoring
and adjustment phase in business process life cycle. It is
needed to research using goal models, business process models
and event logs for continual improvement of business process.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we present the details of the proposed
approach. Figure 1 sketches the proposed Goal-oriented con-
formance checking method. It relies on two phases: Trace &
Goal Processing phase to filter traces by a goal is achieved
or not and Combine Goals to construct a cross tabulation
table and a Statistical Analysis phase to measure significant
differences between two goals in a cross tabulation table
constructed in prior phase and evaluate the deviation have
positive effects or negative effects.

　　　

　　 Fig.1. Overview of Our Proposed Method 　　

A. Trace & Goal Processing phase

Trace & Goal Processing phase contains three processes
and represented as an ellipse in Trace & Goal Processing phase
of Figure 1. This phase conducts checking whether event logs
satisfy goals of a goal model represented as logical formula
and a constructing cross tabulation table for the next phase.

First step, Filtering Traces uses a goal of a goal model and
traces as inputs and divides all traces to a goal satisfied traces
or not satisfied traces. Goals are described using linear tem-
poral logic, so it is possible to verify the trace satisfy the goal
or not using LTL checker [7] on ProM. If any of these traces
can not satisfy the goal, the goal is considered as violated
goal. Second step, Combining Goals conduct combining the
violated goal and a more upper or a high priority goal using
information about a goal model configuration. more upper or
high priority goals is more important than low level goals.
Combining Goals is conducted for evaluating the violated goal
influences other goals or not. Third step, Constructing Cross
Tabulation Table use goals combined in the prior step and use
these goals to construct a cross tabulation table. Table I is a
cross tabulation table we want to construct. The table has two
variables which represent a each combined goal is achieved or
not. B in Table I represents a case when the violated goal is
achieved, conversely, !B in Table I represents a case when
the violated goal is not achieved. A in Table I represents
a case when the combined goal is achieved, conversely, !A
in Table I represents a case when the combined goal is not

achieved. Therefore the cross tabulation table has 2 × 2 cells
which represent traces numbers of (A ∧ B), traces numbers
of (A∧!B), traces numbers of (!A ∧ B), traces numbers of
(!A∧!B). The cross tabulation table represents the correlation
between goal A and B. These numbers in cells are used in next
statistical analysis phase. In these ways, the deviation from
process defined by goal models are detected and preparation
for the next phase are conducted.

TABLE I. CROSS-TABULATION TABLE USED FOR STATISTICAL
HYPOTHESIS TESTING

B !B
A trace numbers of (A ∧ B) trace numbers of (A∧!B)
!A trace numbers of (!A ∧ B) trace numbers of (!A∧!B)

B. Statistical Analysis phase

Statistical Analysis phase contains two processes and rep-
resented as an ellipse in the Statistical Analysis phase of Figure
1. This phase analyzes whether goals achievement relation
have significant differences and when the goal is not achieved,
whether it have positive effects or negative effects against
achieving the combined goal are evaluated.

First step, Statistical Hypothesis Testing uses cross tabula-
tion table constructed in the prior phase as an input. We use
Chi-squared test and Fisher’s exact test. These statistical hy-
pothesis testing methods are suitable for cross tabulation tables
including categorical data and used for testing independence
between two variables. If goal relations have significant dif-
ferences in the significance level of 0.05 (p-value < 0.05), we
consider these goals having relations. If some cells have lower
values, Fisher’s exact test is used. Second step, Calculating
Effect are conducted for goals having significant differences
in the significance level of 0.05 (p-value < 0.05). In this step,
it is evaluated that violated goal influences positive effects or
negative effects in a combined goal. Therefore, we use below
equation (1). A is the number of traces when a combined goal
is achieved. B is the number of traces when a violated goal
is achieved. !A and !B are the number of traces when a each
goal is not achieved. The equation represents the effect of not
achieving goal B concerning goal A. If the value of effect is
positive, not achieving goal B concerning goal A has positive
relation. If value of effect is negative, not achieving goal B
concerning goal A has negative relation. In this way, a relation
between two goals are evaluated.

effect =
A∧!B
A

− !A∧!B
!A

(−1 ≤ effect ≤ 1) (1)

IV. CASE STUDY

We have evaluated our approach on an event log which
taken from a phone repair process and is publicly available
and used in some researches for evaluations. The log contained
11855 events from 12 different events in 1104 cases, each
case representing a phone terminal repair process (register,
analyze defect, repair, test repair, archive and etc.). The log
deta format is XES. Each trace describes a sequential list of
events corresponding to a particular case. The log, its traces,
and its events may have any number of attributes [1]. Attributes
are standard (case id, time and etc.) or domain specific (phone



TABLE II. GOALS AND FORMALLY DEFINED GOALS OF GOAL MODEL

goal name formal defined goal goal type priority
Achieve [repairing
phone]

3Repair (S) ∨ 3Repair (C) event low

Achieve[archiving
information]

3(Archive Repair) event low

low repair numbers numberRepairs < 3 constraint medium

Fig.4. partial goal model of phone repair process

type, defect type and etc.). We constructed a goal model and
use the model in Figure 4 for evaluations. Blue rectangles
represent event and process related goals. Red rectangles
represent constraint goals. Green pentagon represents agent
that should achieve the goal devoted to the arrow. These goals
are partially and formally described in Table II using linear
temporal logic.

A. Goal: low repair numbers & other goals

In this section, we explain cases when goal: low repair
numbers are detected as a deviation. First, in Trace & Goal
Processing phase, goal: low repair numbers is combined with
goal: completing repair using goal model construction. Next,
a cross tabulation table is constructed. This is represented in
the table III. This table represents 4 cases which show the
number of both goals are achieved, only one goal is achieved
and both goals are not achieved. Next, Statistical analysis phase
uses this cross tabulation table. Fisher’s exact test is used for
calculating significant differences between these goals and p-
value are calculated. The results are described in table IV.
Calculated p-value is 2.2e−16, so this has significant differ-
ences in significance level of 0.05. Therefore, next, the effect
is calculated using equation (1). The equation can represent
that not achieving goal: low repair numbers is positive effects
or negative effects against Goal: completing repair. The result
is represented in table IV. Effect value is -0.903 (truncate a
number to 3 decimal places). Therefore, not achieving Goal:
low repair numbers detected as deviations are negative effects
against Goal: phone repair completed.

TABLE III. CROSS-TABULATION TABLE OF GOAL (COMPLETING
REPAIR) & GOAL (LOW REPAIR NUMBERS)

low repair numbers !(low repair numbers)
completing repair 1014 50

!(completing repair) 2 38

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we explain related work about conformance
checking. Related works excepted for conformance checking
are lined up in section 2. Rozinat et al proposed token replay
conformance checking method [8]. It measures the fitness

TABLE IV. P-VALUE & EFFECT

A: combined goal & B: vio-
lated goal

testing method p-value effect

A: completing repair & B: low
repair numbers

Fisher’s exact test 2.2e−16 -0.903

A: ending repair process
shortly & B: low repair
numbers

Pearson’s Chi-squared test 2.2e−16 -0.317

of the process model and event log. Adriansyah proposed
alignment based conformance checking method [9]. It makes
it possible to check conformance more precise. Leoni et
al proposed multi perspective conformance checking method
[10]. This technique deal with control flow, data and resource
for conformance checking.

These researches mainly focus on deviation between pro-
cess models and event logs. This is an important aspect in
process improvements, but detecting deviation between process
models and event logs are not conclusive destination. Utilizing
the results of conformance checking as a means to improve
business process models, business rules and to reconfigure
business goals should be conducted. In this perspective, our
proposed conformance checking method is suitable for this.

VI. CONCLUSION

Today’s organizations need to comply with a rapidly chang-
ing business environments and need to set goals against the
change. In this paper we proposed a goal-oriented conformance
checking method. The method can detect deviations between
goal models and logs using the verification method based
on linear temporal logic and can evaluate detected deviations
using statistical analysis. It is useful for constructing more
appropriate business processes and organizational goals.
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